Electronic tool helps anaesthesia trainee handovers.
Handovers in patient care are increasingly common occurrences in medicine and are highly susceptible to communication failures. Intraoperative anaesthesiology handovers are especially challenging because of concurrent management of the patient. Our goal was to develop and use an electronic handover checklist as an educational tool to teach anaesthesiology trainees a standardised method of handing over a case intraoperatively. We hypothesised that the use of the checklist would systematically enhance the transfer of accurate and complete information. Thirty-four anaesthesia trainees were observed giving an intraoperative handover without the checklist, and then again with the checklist at a later time. An observational handover assessment tool was used by investigators to mark each item as either spontaneously relayed by the giver, elicited by the receiver, not discussed or not applicable to the case. After the use of the checklist, each handover giver filled out a survey related to his or her perceptions of the checklist. The proportion of items spontaneously relayed increased from 54% without the checklist to 98% when using the checklist (p < 0.0001). More than 90% of participants felt that the checklist increased handover efficiency and communication skills. All participants stated that the handovers were more thorough with the checklist and that they would incorporate it into their daily practice. Intraoperative anaesthesiology handovers are especially challenging because of concurrent management of the patient DISCUSSION: With the intervention of the checklist, our results show that the use of a standardised intraoperative checklist improved the transfer of important patient information among anaesthesia trainees.